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About This Content

For everyone who is bored by the tedious noise along the highway, we've got something for your eardrums. The Fernbus
Simulator Multimedia Package doesn't just contain more than 70 licensed songs but, contains a fully functional Radio without

any commercials, professional moderation including Jingles, Small Talk and an interactive Traffic Report, Weather forecast and
new obstacles along on the roads!

FlashBass FM is a fictional German-speaking radio station broadcasting all over Germany with a wide variety of mainstream
music.

Visit http://FlashBass.de to listen to some of the songs running on the real web radio stream.

Radio free of ads
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offline functionality

more than 70 songs

Moderation with Small Talk and Jingles

Weather forecast and time check

new obstacles

interactive Traffic Report

Please note, the Traffic Report is restricted to the original Map of Fernbus Simulator.
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Title: Fernbus Simulator - Multimedia Package
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
TML-Studios
Publisher:
 Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 29 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 7/8/8.1/10 (64bit only)

Processor: Intel Core i5 Processor or similar with at least 2.6 GHz

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 or similar AMD Radeon (no support for onboard cards)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 45 GB available space

Sound Card: Yes

English,German
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One would think that with an option for Restricted Space, the game could accomodate people without a massive 4m x 3m, but
nope. The option has no effect, rendering the game unplayable. Any other game would opt for a simple teleport function to get
around space constrictions, but not this game. So the question is, why have a Restricted Space option in the first place? All it did
was give me false hope to be able to play it. Dumb.. It's pretty good. It's quite a nice locomotive if you asked me. The whistle is
alright, but sounds more like it's on a loop. The Chuffing sounds are pretty good, and for an old DLC, it's quite extraordinary.
The cylinder \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 sound is alright, but needs room for improvement. The price has been dropped
ever since it's initial release, which I say is a good move by DTG.. Quick review coming from a shmup lover.

The Good :
- the game does't look too bad. By today's standards, it doesn't look too good either, but I wouldn't mind if it played ok.
- Music sounds good, but...

The Bad :
- Controls are rigid. Don't even try to play with an XBOX360 controller...
- Patterns are repetitive.
- I have a big feeling problem with this game. Can't feel the power of the weapons. Can't feel when I'm hit. This is probably
because the sound in the game is not very well balanced.
- ... the sounds FX are weak. Can't hear any explosion. Shot sounds are flat and weak.
- Music sounds totally inappropriate. It's good, but it feels like it's the music from another game...

Definitely not worse the full price.. Overall, its a nice plex player for your VR headset, if you use plex, you might want to give it
a shot. It seems to work well so far.. I would definetly recommend this deep storyline and charecter set to my 6 inch♥♥♥♥♥.
Very good strategy game heavily inspired by Lords of Midnight.

The good:
- The world and its inhabitants: Humans, wizards (different schools), lizards, giants etc
- UI, much better than LoM. Moving, grouping, item exchange, searching... everything task is just enjoymnet to perform
- Graphics, very atmospheric
- Wildlife is meaningfull and not just an annoyance. You get food and troops (with specific mages) from them.
- There are story elements, although there could be more of them
- Addictive, could not stop until finish
The bad:
- Too short! main campaign is just 6 hours of gametime
- Difficulty level. Got it right on my second (real) playthrough
- Any lord can be recruited by any other lord.
- The names of the humans are just too much the same, making them difficult to distinguish
- Too short!

If it contained 20 hours of gameplay I would give LoA a 9,5\/10, but with current length I give it 9-. This is my favorite visual
novel as of yet. I can't wait until the rest of the series becomes available in english.. Decent length, good writing for a game of
this type, and the voice acting is pure comedy gold. Worth buying just for that.. It is a pretty fun hidden object game. Fun story
and the usual "don't think to hard about it". Like how did that creature end up in that sealed dome? And for every animal/cat
lover.
Just believe that before the end the cat owner moved with his pets to the sphere that brought you down.
. One of the best games I've played so far, in all my life. For a text game it's a wonderful experience, really! Kind of reminds me
of my days playing table-top rpg with my friends. I think the previous one is better. I didn't like what they did with some of the
characters on the sequel, but still, it's the developers and writers choice, and it's very understandable. It's a wonderful game I
recomend to you all.
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A retro-inspired vertical shmup with a ton of character and replayability that is very light on the wallet. Simple and elegant. Get
it and die a thousand deaths.. The detail is amazing. I respect that they have a translated version of the cockpit as well which
helps when learning the plane as a native English speaker with zero Cyrillic experience. I'm not a very experienced DCS pilot,
was always more of a WW2 guy, so I can't really give as detailed of a review as I would like. Suffice to say, this is a top notch
module for a top notch simulation.

EDIT: After spending tons more time on this module, I have to praise the developers some more. I have been digging into the
INCREDIBLY DETAILED flight manual found in the docs folder. The level of detail is so good, I have trouble finding the
words.. A very interesting FPS, graphics style TF2 and a good number of weapons.
Pros:
-Nice graphics (on his style)
-Good weapon mechanics
-Fluent gameplay
-Good number of maps

Cons:
-Not much people on the matches

The only thing this game needs is more people to play with, it has a lot of potential. Gameplay is very good, there is one very
active server, and if you want to play with other players who have black ops just friend them and also if you want to friend me
too, best to play when on sale. Great experience. I liked it. Keep up the good work.. Don\u2019t be fooled by the art style, this
is a good game. I found every special item without help, though some were tricky.. My favorite character. Easy to learn, but
difficult to master.

A game that truly epitomises the phrase, "just one more round."

Great atmosphere and style. Love the cyberpunk setting.

One of those games you can pick up and play with a spare 5-10 minutes here or there, but can end up in 30 minute sessions.

Easily recommended.. lol best crash to desktop simulator 10/10.

voice acting 11/10.

shotgun being the worst weapon in teh game 20/10. pistol is better

enemies clipping through walls? 30/10 da bess evur

cut scenes not loading or BETTER i get an image of all possible wall decals of different surfaces you can shoot? 100/10 holyshit
GOAT

. I like the game although I died in the tutorial
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